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As part of Alpha Data Parallel Systems commitment to designing and producing high end, reliable 

products, we understand seriousness of a robust and secure supply chain. With the global increase 

of counterfeited components on the market we have implemented the following strategies to 

ensure that all our components are purchased in the most secure ways possible.  

 

1. In conjunction with ISO9001:2015 our supply chain is highly vetted and monitored 

continuously.  

2. Parts will be purchased directly from the manufacturer through our partnership systems or 

through franchised sources.  

3. Production parts are only purchased from our approved supplier lists. 

4. Obsolete or difficult to source parts will be subject to customer approval through approved 

brokers or independent distributors. *Additional quality checks available for product 

purchased this way.  

5. Controlled process for goods inward inspection -relating to packaging, labelling, unusual 

print, missing stamps/labels, marking and logo legibility, CoC and inspection reports.  

6. Educate employees, partners, and customers about the dangers of counterfeit products. This 

may include providing training on how to identify counterfeit products, as well as 

communicating the potential risks associated with using counterfeit products. 

7. Work with industry organizations and trade groups to stay informed about the latest trends 

and developments in counterfeiting. This may include participating in information-sharing 

networks, attending industry events and conferences, and collaborating with other 

companies to develop best practices for combating counterfeiting. 

8. Working with relevant industry support sources to identify and report suspect components. 

Including working with legal and regulatory bodies to report and prosecute counterfeiting 

operations.  

9. Maintain a proactive stance on counterfeiting by continually reviewing and updating our 

policies and procedures as needed. This will ensure that our business remains vigilant in the 

face of evolving threats and that we are able to respond quickly and effectively to any 

incidents of counterfeiting that may arise.  

By implementing a comprehensive counterfeiting policy, Alpha Data Parallel Systems can protect its 

reputation and financial stability, while also safeguarding the safety and well-being of its customers. 
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